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Goodman et al. (1998) suggest two possible explanations for why cores have
coherent velocities (low velocity dispersions). The first is that the coherence
length is similar to the length below which Alfven waves can no longer propagate,
which in a low-ionization fraction medium is given by the scale on which the
wave frequency equals the collision frequency between neutrals and ions.

(Why would no Alfven waves lead to coherent velocities? And why can’t
Alfven waves propagate at a frequency higher than the collision frequency?)

First, what is the Alfven speed? You might recall that in a string, sound
speed is

�
T/µ, T the tension and µ the linear mass density, so similarly, in

a medium where the magnetic tension TB = B2/4π is the restoring force1, we
have

vA = B/
�

4πρ (1)

We then have

vA = λcutfcut → λcut =
2πvA
fni

∝ B

fni
√
ρ
. (2)

where we have used fcut = 2πνcut and set νcut = fni, the latter the collision
rate between neutrals and ions. fni = xiγρ, with xi the ionization fraction
and γ ∼ 3.5 × 1013 cm3g−1s−1 for collisions due to dipole interaction between
neutral H2 and passing ions (like HCO+) (γ is called a “drag coefficient”). The
cut-off radius, below which we expect coherent velocities, is Rcut ≡ λcut/2.

Using 27µG and n = 5× 103 cm−3 with xi = 10−7 yields Rcut = .3 pc.
(How would one measure γ? How about B? On what factors does the ion-

ization fraction depend?)2
Goodman notes that this calculation ignores the effects of small dust grains,

which can efficiently couple the magnetic field to the gas even where it otherwise
would not be. These dust grains can be thought of as effectively increasing
the gas density ρ that interacts with the B field, and so lowering Rcut. But
Goodman argues that such grains will be underabundant in dense cores, so the
cutoff (below which coherence occurs) will not be lowered by this effect.

1Note that in Alfven waves, magnetic tension is the restoring force. In magneto-sonic
waves, by contrast, it is magnetic presssure playing this role.

2Neutral density, filling factor of gas, cosmic-ray flux, local UV flux.
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The second explanation Goodman advances for coherent cores is that in a
turbulent flow an inner scale λ0 will emerge, describing the smallest eddy that
exists given energy injection on some largest scale L. This inner scale is

λ0 ∼
�

Re

Recr

�−3/4

L, (3)

with Re = vflowL/ν the gas’ Reynolds number, vflow the flow velocity,
and ν ∼ σT l the viscosity. σT is the Thomson scattering cross section and
l = σT /fnn the mean free path in the gas, with fnn the neutral-neutral collision
rate. (Why does the Thomson scattering cross section matter for the viscosity
if we are considering neutral-neutral collisions?) Recr is an empirical critical
Reynolds number ∼ 102−3. vflow is estimated by the velocity dispersion over a
region of L ∼ 100 pc. (How would you estimate the neutral-neutral interaction
cross section σnn simply, needed because fnn = nσTσnn?) Using Recr = 1000,
Goodman finds λ0 ∼ 10−2 pc. She notes that this is an order of magnitude
too small for the coherence length we need. She does go on to explain that
the magnetic Reynolds number, RM , is about 1500 times smaller than Re as
computed above, and that this could fix the problem.

Goodman concludes by putting these two proposed explanations together,
suggesting both play a role in the observed coherent cores.
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1998. See especially pgs. 223, 235, and 240-241.
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